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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This element of the project aimed to engage with farm advisors and gather their thoughts about the
following questions. 19 farm advisors answered a detailed written survey covering:
•
•
•

What are the success and limitations of previous agri-environment schemes?
What information is needed before a farm visit and what should be gathered during a visit?
Examples and ideas for the format of the land management plan.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Farm advisors are well trained and have a variety of specialisms. However, advisors from all
backgrounds felt that understanding farm business - both the economics and technicalities – was
essential to provide well balanced advice. At present most advisors lack formal qualifications or
training in this area. Additionally in the sample analysed there was an uneven profile in terms of
experience with a third of advisors having more than 20 years. Is farm advice recognised as a career
and is there a formal education route supporting all aspects of farm advice including surveying,
agronomy and agri-environment.
It would be useful to develop professional standards for farm advisors delivering agri-environment
which including ‘core skills’ of farm business understanding.
Farm advice costs range from £400 (government and NGO advisors) - £800 (by land agents and
agronomists) a day.
Realistic advice costs need to be recognised and built into ELMS.
Advisors preferred Environmental Stewardship to Countryside Stewardship. In practice both schemes
are similar – options based with prescriptions, maps and a schedule/agreement. Delivery/process
related issues were raised rather than scheme content, ie paperwork, processing times, tardy
payments, lack of flexibility and IT problems.
Detailed lessons need to be learned from the delivery/content of Countryside Stewardship to
identify and avoid similar issues.
Most advisors suggested that complexity, inflexibility and lack of recognition or tailoring to local
circumstances and geographical requirements were issues with all agri-environment schemes to date.
Ensure that ELMS can be adapted so that it is relevant to both the farm type and geography of the
area.
Ensure that ELMS agreements can be amended during the lifetime of agreements.
Aim to develop plans which can adapt to a range of outcomes – from simple to comparatively
complex.
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Inspection: Advisors felt inspections should be about education not penalty and should be qualitative
assessments, ie the intent and effort made by farmers to achieve outcomes, made by knowledgeable
staff and not quantitative, ie measuring of areas.
The inspection regime should be designed alongside the scheme to ensure that it supports farmers,
improves outcomes and does not damage uptake of the scheme.
Advice. Advisors felt that most farmers would need advice to put together a high quality scheme which
achieves the full potential of both the land and the farmer. The area covered by the project featured
800 holdings which could have access to about 20 advisors who cover much wider areas – there is
therefore a question whether there is an adequate number of advisors available for future scheme
delivery.
Has the advice force across all categories been quantified nationally and are their skillsets and level
of skill well understood so that future requirements can be anticipated and met?

Advisors made suggestions about the format of the land management plan including format,
monitoring and content which will be explored in the next part of the project.

Lastly advisors suggested:

Real success (of ELMS) will be defined by how easy it is to encourage the
unenthusiastic individuals to join up”.
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE TEST AND TRIAL
Cuckmere and Pevensey’s Environmental Land Management trial has three objectives:
Objective 1: Identify priorities for an Environmental Land Management Scheme in the catchment. We
will work collaboratively with local bodies, organisations and communities. The priorities will attempt
to join up natural capital, spatial planning and issues affecting local people and reflect the aims of
Defra’s 25 Year Plan.
Objective 2: We will identify and work with 20 local farmers to develop land management plans that
deliver ELM priorities. We will engage with farmers and farm advisors to devise holding plans which
record the potential of the farm business, how the farm could contribute to local priorities and how
they think this should be done. During this process we will seek the views of farmers and farm advisors
to understand the skills, knowledge and advice that is required to deliver ELMS.
Objective 3. We will consider how a locally led organisation, like a Catchment Partnership, could
deliver ELMS. We will ask farmers and farm advisors what their preferences are for delivery. We will
identify potential funding streams, for example water companies, charitable trusts, developer
contribution including net gain and district licensing, and investigate the potential for delivering this
funding coherently alongside or within ELMS.
THE CUCKMERE AND PEVENSEY LEVELS CATCHMENT PARTNERSHIP
The trial will be delivered by the Catchment Partnership. The Cuckmere and Pevensey Levels
Catchment Partnership is a strong collaborative group which has developed over five years.
Membership includes: local authorities, water companies, national agencies such as Environment
Agency and Natural England, the local Wildlife Trust, Rivers Trust and ornithological trust, community
groups, farmer groups, interest groups such as anglers and local artists. The group has strong
attendance at quarterly meetings. The test and trial proposal has been developed by the partnership
group.
http://www.cplcp.org.uk/
THE PROJECT AREA: CUCKMERE AND PEVENSEY CATCHMENT
The Cuckmere and Pevensey Levels catchment covers about 50,000 ha and covers land within
Wealden, Rother and Eastbourne districts. At the centre of the area is the Pevensey Levels Site of
Scientific Interest – one of the most significant wetland sites in the UK. Recent assessment of the
economic value of the area for the local community concluded that it delivers £17 million of benefit to
the local community through biodiversity, food production, recreation and protecting the main road
and train transport links from flood risk (Environment Agency and Natural England, 2014).
The catchment around the site provides water to the local community and also presents flood risk and
resilience opportunities – particularly in the face of climate change. Outside of the Pevensey Levels SSSI
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there are also significant areas of important habitats including species rich grassland, woodland, wet
grassland and open water. 150,000 people live in the area and many more visit.
Approximately 20,000 new houses are planned in the area – 11,000 in Wealden, 5000 in Eastbourne
and 3000 in Rother. All three Local Plans focus on sustainable water use and drainage, public access to
greenspace and linking up and enhancing existing areas of biodiversity.

QUESTIONS THIS RESEARCH AIMS TO ADDRESS AND THEIR CONTEXT IN THE PROJECT
The farm advisor community are an important part of agri-environment delivery. This element of the
project aimed to engage with advisors working in the area and gather their thoughts about the
following questions.
•
•
•
•
•

How do you make the land management plan dynamic and ensure that it captures innovation?
What sort of advice is needed to develop and deliver land management plans?
In order to support collaborative working across farmers, do you need professional
facilitators/advisors, or are other factors more important?
What sort of advice is needed to develop and deliver land management plans?
How do you provide guidance in a lowland/wetland climate without dampening innovation?

The aim was to develop ideas for land management plan delivery and recruit advisor from a range of
sectors to deliver the plans.
We recognise that the farm advice community is complex as Defra’s research indicated in 2013 (see
figure drawn from the research below)1. If anything, the farm advice sector has become more
segmented during the last 10 years. Therefore we wanted to ensure that a variety of advisors took part
in the project.

1

Review of Environmental Advice, Incentives and Partnership Approaches for the Farming Sector in
England, Defra, March 2013
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file
/221046/pb13900-review-incentives-partnership-approaches.pdf
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METHODOLOGY
We had originally planned to engage with advisors through a workshop. The Covid pandemic made this
unworkable so instead we devised a questionnaire (see appendix 1) which we tested on a small group
of advisors before mailing out more widely.
We sent the questionnaire to 27 farm advisors and 19 responded. The respondents represent the
majority of the advisors working in the target area of the test and trial, ie most farm advisors working
in the area responded.
The questionnaire featured open ended questions and would have taken a minimum of 45 mins to an
hour to fill out.
On balance, while a workshop would have facilitated debate and discussion between advisors, the
survey allowed individuals to offer detailed thoughts. The analysis of the survey was more time
consuming than a workshop write-up but the insights offered were more detailed and allowed people
who may have hesitated to speak in an open forum to express their opinions.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All results are available in Appendix 2 anonymised.
Advisors came from four main categories (see figure 1 below):
•
•
•

•

land agents – private consultants who usually specialise in farm business and agri-environment
scheme advice.
government agencies including AONBs and Natural England who focus mainly on agrienvironment and, in some cases, regulation.
agronomists – who advise on crop/farm productivity. Only one agronomist responded to the
questionnaire – probably because there is comparatively less arable in the project area. The
data related to agronomists, although included, is therefore not representative.
environmental charities who have been involved in land management advice including the
wildlife trust and rivers trust.

Advisors by type

Environmental
Charity, 6, 32%

Land agent, 7,
37%

Govt agency, 5,
26%

Agronomist, 1,
5%

Figure 1. Farm advisors who responded to the question by type – number and percentage of total
respondents.
COSTS
We asked people to give a rough day rate for their services – see table 1 below
Table 1. Day rate ranges of categories of farm advisor
Category
Land agent
Government agency
Environmental charities

Day rate range
£750 - £850 plus VAT
£375 - £400
£325 - £375
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EXPERIENCE
We asked advisors what type of farm advice they had experience of – basic payment, agri-environment
scheme and agronomy (see figure 2).
•
•
•

Land agents are most likely to advise on the basic payment scheme
Few advisors from any category had agronomy experience
All except the agronomist had experience of delivering some kind of agri-environment advice.

Experience of farm advice delivery by farm advice sector
Agri Environment

Agronomy

Basic Payment
0
Land agents

2

4
Govt agency

6

8

Environmental Charities

10

12

14

Agronomists

Figure 2. Experience of farm advice delivery by category of farm advisor
•
•

•
•

Land agents and government agency advisors had more experience of delivering farm advice,
ie over 5 years (see figure 3).
About a third of advisors have over 20 years of experience. The survey did not investigate the
age profile of the advisors. The uneven nature of the age profile could suggest that there is not
a progression within farm advice as a career and/or that there is a danger that experienced
advisors are not be replaced.
Environmental charity advisors tended to have less than five years. This is probably because
environmental charity farm advice is usually linked to time-limited funded projects.
All farm advisors were tertiary educated. Land agents were more likely to have
agriculture/chartered surveyor qualifications while other advisors came from biological or
environmental science disciplines.
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Years of experience in farm advice by category
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1 year

2 years
Agronomist

3 years

4 years

Govt Agency

5 to 10
years

10 to 15
years

15- 20
years

Environmental Charity

20 or more
years

Land Agent

Figure 3. Years of experience by category of advisor.
Experience of delivering the both levels of the present scheme (Countryside Stewardship) and of the
previous scheme (Environmental Stewardship) was evenly spread across categories of advisor (see
Figure 4).

Experience of delivering schemes
Higher Level Countryside Stewardship.

Mid Tier Countryside Stewardship

Higher Level Environmental Stewardship

Entry Level Environmental Stewardship
0

Land Agent

Govt Agency

2

4

6

Agronomist

8

10

12

14

16

18

Environmental charity

Figure 4. Experience of delivering different types of agri-environment scheme by category of advisor.
OPINION OF PREVIOUS AGRI-ENVIRONMENT SCHEME
Environmental stewardship was preferred to the present scheme, Countryside Stewardship, by most
advisors (see Figure 5).
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What scheme do you think worked best?
Higher Level Countryside Stewardship.
Mid Tier Countryside Stewardship
Higher Level Environmental Stewardship
Entry Level Environmental Stewardship
0
Land agent

Govt agency

1

2
Agromonist

3

4

5

6

7

Environmental charity

Figure 5. What scheme did advisors feel worked best by category of advisor.
Land agents were more likely to prefer Mid Tier Countryside Stewardship (CS) and Entry Level
Environmental Stewardship (ELS) which they were more likely to have delivered without intervention
of Natural England.
“Despite a reputation for being laden with bureaucracy this has decreased markedly since 2015/16.
Offers a reasonable suite of options that will work on most holdings and occupies a happy medium
between the old ELS and HLS schemes which, as a concept, was too complex. ELS was too easy and HLS
(often the same for higher tier) was often overcomplicated by NE/RDS advisers trying to achieve
everything immediately. “Land agent
“CS Mid-Tier was a step up from ELS with the addition of capital works that was an attraction to
farmers. The administration and lack of discussion is definitely its down fall.” Land agent
“ELS. Whilst this scheme may not have delivered ground breaking environmental benefits it did
manage to engage with a large section of the farming industry which surely has to be the most
important starting point for any scheme. It’s a shame that Countryside Stewardship failed to build on
this engagement.” Land agent.

Most advisors who had experience of the previous scheme expressed a preference for Environmental
Stewardship
“This is purely based on lots of farmers being put off applying for Countryside Stewardship due to its
poor reputation – far too much paperwork, lengthy waiting times for decisions and tardy payments.”
Govt agency.
“HLS/HLS Fairly straightforward for farms to understand – good uptake. Fairly easy to administer with
IT system that worked.” Govt agency
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“ELS was a very easy way to get farmers mind-set changed to considering the environment and was
easy for them to deliver. The outcomes were not always great and CSS Mid-Tier was a step forward for
this.” Land agent
“HLS was great for getting farmers with greater environmental features into a scheme and the
opportunity to talk with an advisor, to show them the farm and agree how things should be set up was
a definite advantage.” Land agent

Advisors pointed out the weaknesses of all schemes to date.
“All the schemes I have worked on have been far too prescriptive and restrictive for landowners. They
do not take into account regional, geological and seasonal differences, and focus far too greatly on
industrial farming instead of regenerative and organic farming, local produce, local markets and
sustainable food production.” Govt agency
“Schemes which landowners/managers generally like are ones which are easy to understand and
implement and where the risks of non-compliance are relatively low. Any scheme also needs to be well
supported with land management/farm advisors time and well resources financially.” Environmental
charity.

EXAMPLES OF POTENTIAL LAND MANAGEMENT PLANS
Most advisors did not offer potential templates for land management plans that worked. Those that
did proposed
1. Woodland management plans
2. Meadow management plans
(see Appendix 3 where highlights of the plans offered have been clipped)
What these plans share is a narrative approach which describes both the land and the management of
it in a relatively fine degree of detail. They contrast with ‘off the peg’ prescriptions which characterise
ELS and Mid Tier CS (example also shown in Appendix 3).

INFORMATION NEEDED BEFORE A FARM VISITS
The table (2) below summarises the kind of information advisors would gather before a farm visit.
Broadly it can be groups into two types
-

Information about the farm business and its previous engagement with scheme/advice
Information about the land, ie flood risk, landscape habitats and species.
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Table 2 What information do you think you need before going on a farm visit
Type
Farm holding

Water

Landscape

Historic
Habitats and
species
Other
Soils

Information required
RPA maps – ideally from online
Scale of holding
Previous engagement with owner
Farm history – including previous scheme history ideally going back to 1994
Ownership/Tenure
Farm enterprises
Neighbouring farms
Planning application history
Proximity to watercourses – ALERT risk map (CSF)
Nitrate vulnerable zone status
Ground water protection zones
Topography – ALERT risk map (CSF)
Flood risk mapping (EA/CEH)
Natural Food Management mapping (EA)
SCIMAP https://my.scimap.org.uk/app/auth.php
Lidar if available
AONB landscape characteristics maps
Tithe maps
Early OS maps
SHINE information – presently not available on magic
Proximity to SSSIS
Priority habitats and species from Magic or from local record centre
Habitat potential/opportunities
Latest google aerials
British geological survey

INFORMATION ADVISORS USUALLY GATHER DURING A VISIT
Advisors would expect to gather information about the farm/farmer and confirm groundtruth the desk
study information already gathered (see table 3).
During the process – which one advisor suggested would take about 2 hours, advisors would also
•
•

Classifiy problems and opportunities into immediate, medium and long term.
Spot and flag opportunities for specialist advice

Table 3. Information gathered by farm advisors during a farm visit
Type
Farm holding

Information gathered
Farmers’ experience with different farming systems
Farmers experience of schemes
Farm enterprises, ie diversification
Farm business and its history and its viability
Farming equipment available
Cropping rotation and crops
Livestock types and number
Key members of staff and what they do, whether they have a
contractor/grazier
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Water

Landscape
Historic
Habitats and
species

Other
Soils

Issues staff are concerned about and interest and enthusiasms they have
Previous engagement with advice
Yard issues – lack of suitable infrastructure,
Run off in fields
Poor soil structure
Neighbouring landowners/habitats and local community – how the farm fits
in.
What does farmer know compared to SHINE details.
Grassland species lists
Identify where are the poorest yields and roughest grassland – as opportunity
areas
Groundtruth google earth, ie hedges, boundaries, scrub
Opportunities to link up habitats
Has the farmer got an enthusiasm for species/habitat
Have they done their own monitoring either formally or informally.
Historic field margins and land use?
Shooting enterprise and how it impacts on the land.
Climate change vulnerability
Has the farmer done any soil management?
Soil condition

WHAT DO YOU THINK THE ELMS LAND MANAGEMENT PLAN SHOULD RECORD ABOUT THE
FARM?
Broadly this followed the information from table 2 and 3 but also including
“Something between a Farm Environment Record and a Farm Environment Plan – needs to note
habitat types to phase 1 level”
“I think future farm plans should make a general statement of current natural Capital Value of the
along with a more detailed account of how the potential to increase Natural Capital in each land parcel
and other landscape element (especially waterways) could be realised.”
“Keep it simple, plus a summary of basic aims like we used to do on the Farm Environment Plan. There
is a very real danger that this could turn into a ‘monster’ that would be far too onerous, complicated
and a whole industry will be generated from it that will distract from just getting stuff done on the
ground (bear in mind that no one will ever read it once it’s done!)”

HOW SHOULD THE ENVIRONMENTAL ‘OFFER’ – WHAT THE FARMER IS GOING TO DO – BE
RECORDED IN THE LAND MANAGEMENT PLAN?
Most advisors envisaged a map and a schedule of some sort. Broadly advisors suggested two options
1. A traditional prescription approach which was generally favoured by land agents.
“Much the same was as it is in mid/higher tier with schedules and maps”, “Using a menu of
standardised prescriptions you can select from”
2. High level objectives or mapped opportunity areas.
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“Five or six simple high level objectives . . . . a simple summary with meaningful targets eg To
have 5 pairs of nesting corn bunting by year 10, To have nil slurry leaking from my lagoon, To
have a letter from a local thanking me for access.” Or along the same theme
“broader scale metrics . . .such as % of land which a farmer is going to farm less intensively or
manage specifically for wildlife.

Simplicity was seen as key: “Needs to be kept quite simple”
“An over complicated scheme with over complicated requirements will result in busy farmers not
entering the scheme and non-farming landowners being resistant.
Recording. Plan could also include a recording form for the outcomes or
“Produce a wall chart that is tailored to the farm and says what the farmer should be doing a certain
times of the year or by a certain time. This could include when photos must be table to prove that the
work is happening.”
Flexibility. This was a key issue. The plan needed to be able to adapt to circumstances.
“Ability to change/modify the schemes either as farmers improve conditions or so local conditions can
be incorporated “in practice things are often different actually coming to put things in place”
Links with other landowners/across farms. “Each metric for the farm linked to adjacent farms which
together contribute to the desired impact, ie demonstrate that cooperation and coordination is
necessary.”
Defining success of the scheme beyond holding level outcomes.
“Real success will be defined by how easy it is to encourage the unenthusiastic individuals to join up”.

PRIORITISING 25 YEAR PLAN AIMS
Advisors were asked to rank the following 1 to 7
-

Clean air
Clean and plentiful water, reducing risk from flooding
Thriving plants and wildlife
Soil quality
Landscape and heritage
Public access
Climate change

The results varied widely and, because of the relatively small size of the sample, were difficult to draw
conclusions from.
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If the results were averaged (see figure 6), all issues had values between about 2.5 and 5 suggesting
that advisors find it difficult to prioritise in the abstract.
Climate change
Public access
Landscape and heritage
Soil quality
Thriving plants and wildlife
Clean and plentiful water, reducing risk from flooding
Clean air
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 6 The relative importance of different issues, averaged, where 1 is least important and 7 is
most.

HOW DO YOU THINK THE OFFER SHOULD BE MEASURED?
This was acknowledged as a difficult issue.
“The 60 million dollar question. It will be a real challenge to make simple performance targets which
are not too subjective in nature and then to fairly monitor these”

Inspection:
Advisors suggested inspection regimes “should be about education not penalty” and ideally would be
qualitative assessments by knowledgeable field staff – “not the quantitative regimes by unskilled
inspectors we currently have.”
Advisors also tacitly recognised that monitoring operated on two levels
-

That it needed to be meaningful for the farmer so they could assess their process.
That it needed to demonstrate the successful delivery of the agreement,

Therefore a mix of output, management techniques adopted, and outcome, measurable change on the
ground were suggested. Viability of farm business was one outcome which was suggested.
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WHAT FORMAT SHOULD THE PLAN BE IN?
Overwhelmingly advisors felt that the plan should be both online AND printed rather than online (see
figure 7)

Printed only, 0
Online only , 3

Online and
printed, 15

Online only

Online and printed

Printed only

Figure 7. Should the plan be online or printed or both? Number of advisors expressing a preference
The format suggested was maps, illustrations and written text. The maps were seen as particularly
useful and the overall suggestion was that text should be succinct
“Largely illustrative maps with some succinct accompanying text and hyperlinks to relevant
information!
“Overview narrative, specific actions linked to maps, illustrations where necessary.”

SHOULD FARMERS BE ABLE TO PUT TOGETHER A PLAN ON THEIR OWN
Advisors were divided on whether farmers should be able to put together a plan on their own – 9 said
yes and 12 said no.
“The simplest schemes should be deliverable by a farmer but more complex ones will need specialist
advice.” Land agent
“This will vary – I know the odd farmer that would be perfectly capable of putting a high quality
scheme together without any advice. I know others that would need a good deal of help to explain and
design a good scheme.” Land agent

“Apart from very few keen individuals I think there are very few who have the complete range of
current knowledge and understanding as to how to do this on their own. In many cases there will be a
preference for ‘business as usual”, with very minor modifications at the margins. These will fail to
realise full potential. In others landowners for who farm management is a side interest (very frequent
in the Southeast) will simply be out of their depth.” Govt Agency
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ADVICE NEEDED AND EXPERTISE NEED TO DELIVER ELM
Advice was seen as necessary but advisors acknowledge the highly segmented nature of the market
and that farm business and environmental advice needs to be better integrated – this was expressed
by all categories of advisor. Environmental focused advisors need better training in farm
business/agronomy and land agents/agronomists need better training in environmental issues.
“Farm conservation advisors and conservationists from NGOS need to understand much more about
agronomy and farm operations and enterprise.”
‘Traditional farm advisors ((ie land agents)) face a learning curve in terms of understanding things like
natural flood management”
“Rational unbiased holistic advice that integrates environmental gain with farm business recognising
that there are trade-offs to be made on both sides.”

There was acknowledgement that paid advice could be problematic.
“The advisor cannot have a commercial gain out of what they do otherwise advice becomes skewed.”

Providing basic information about regulations and compliance issues was seen as important.
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CONCLUSIONS
Farm advisors are well educated and have a variety of specialisms. However, advisors from all
backgrounds felt that understanding farm business - both the economics and technicalities – was
essential to provide well balanced advice. At present most advisors lack formal qualifications or
training in this area. Additionally in the sample analysed there was an uneven profile in terms of
experience with a third of advisors having more than 20 years. Is farm advice recognised as a career
and is there a formal education route supporting all aspects of farm advice including surveying,
agronomy and agri-environment.
Recommendation: it would be useful to develop professional standards for farm advisors delivering
agri-environment which including ‘core skills’ of farm business understanding.

Private farm advice (by land agents and agronomists) which is not funded by the government or
charities is comparatively expensive at £800 a day. Twice as expensive as government or charitable
advice.
Recommendation: realistic advice costs need to be recognised and built into ELMS.

Advisors preferred Environmental Stewardship to Countryside Stewardship. In practice both schemes
are remarkably similar – options based with prescriptions, maps and a schedule/agreement – so there
needs to be more detailed analysis about why Countryside Stewardship is unpopular. Delivery/process
related issues were raised rather than scheme content, ie paperwork, processing times, tardy
payments, lack of flexibility and IT problems.
Recommendation: Detailed lessons need to be learned from the delivery/content of Countryside
Stewardship to identify and avoid similar issues.

Most advisors suggested that complexity, inflexibility and lack of recognition or tailoring to local
circumstances and geographical requirements were issues with all agri-environment to date.
Recommendation: Ensure that ELMS can be adapted during the lifetime of agreements. Aim to
develop simple plans which can adapt to a range of outcomes – from simple to comparatively
complex.

Information needed before farm visits. Advisors want and use maps rather written information (no
advisor mentioned targeting statements) when doing desk research before visiting farms.
Recommendation: good mapping of the full range of ELMS themes, including the farm holding field
layer, should be publically available to all advisors.
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Information gathered on farm. On farm advisors aim to listen to and understand the farmer’s business,
enthusiasms and concerns as well as groundtruth the information about the farm. Some advisors
suggested a return to the Farm Environment Plan of Environmental Stewardship. Other suggested that
recording what there was on the farm should not be over complex or overshadow what was going to
be done on the farm.
Recommendation: Information is only worth gathering if there is an identifiable purpose – so the key
purpose of information gathering on the farm needs to be defined before the content or format is
designed. Is it for the farmer? Or for national recording systems? Or both>

Farmer-led. All advisors suggested that plans should be farmer-led and further that the plan was a
process, ie farmers start at different points and can develop their practice in different ways. As an
example, most advisor felt Entry Level Environmental Stewardship was a good ‘starting point’ for
farmers while Higher Level could be overcomplicated by advisors trying to achieve environmental
outcomes too quickly without allowing time for farmers’ to develop their knowledge and skills.
Recommendation: ELMS needs to allow farmers to enter the scheme at different levels.

Land management plan suggestions:
Format of the plan. Overwhelmingly advisors wanted this kept simple and visual with high level
objectives.
Monitoring. Advisors recognise that monitoring needs to be meaningful for the farmer and be based
on a combination of outcome, eg measurable change on the ground, and output, management
techniques adopted.
Format: Advisors suggested that the plan be available both online and printed formats and should be
made up of a map and a schedule/agreement.
Recommendation. These suggestions will be taken forward in the land management plan part of this
project.

Inspection: Advisors felt inspections should be about education not penalty and should be qualitative
assessments, ie the intent and effort made by farmers to achieve outcomes, made by knowledgeable
staff and not quantitative, ie measuring options.
Recommendation. The inspection regime should be designed alongside the scheme to ensure that it
supports farmers and does not damage uptake of the scheme.

Advice. Advisors felt that most farmers would need advice to put together a high quality scheme which
achieves the full potential of both the land and the farmer. The area covered by the project featured
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800 holdings which could have access to about 20 advisors who cover much wider areas there is
therefore a question whether there is an adequate number of advisors available for future scheme
delivery.
Recommendation. Has the advice force across all categories been quantified nationally and are their
skillsets and level of skill well understood? Advice is a key element of the present and future scheme
and understanding the present situation help anticipate potential advice bottle necks which could be
addressed.
Lastly advisors suggested:
Real success (of ELMS) will be defined by how easy it is to encourage the unenthusiastic individuals to
join up”.
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APPENDIX 1 – FARM ADVISOR SURVEY

Farm advisors
Questionnaire FINAL.docx

APPENDIX 2 ALL DATA GATHERED ANONYMISED

Farm advisor
collation anon.xlsx
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APPENDIX 3 EXAMPLES OF POTENTIAL LAND MANAGEMENT PLAN WITH SNAPSHOT
EXAMPLES DRAWN OUT OF THEM

Bunces and Rocks
Farm Grassland Management Plan June 2017.pdf

Example drawn from above.

Hermitage Farm Habitat Management Plan.pdf
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Marber_Huggets_C
LM_Outline Management Plan_ver_1.3.PDF
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Woodland management plans
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Folkington Estate
WMP.pdf

Folkington Estate
Maps.pdf

Folkington Estate
Plan of Ops..xlsx
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Yew Tree Lakes
WMP.pdf

Yew Tree Lakes
WMP Maps.pdf

Yew Tree lakes Plan
of Ops.xlsx
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Example of a Mid Tier Countryside Stewardship Agreement

Anonymised Mid
tier.pdf

CS MT Options
map.pdf
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